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Hello. This is Anxidown.
My name is Ryan. What is
your name, and how may

I help soothe you?

My name is Amy. I want
to give up. There's

just too much going on.

What things
are going on?

1) I don't think I can
do my job right.

2) Too many people
depend on me.

3) I think my boss is
disappointed at me.

4) I am so awkward
around people.

5) Everything I do seems
like the worst choice.

Hold right there, Amy, right?
Amy, think of the worst possible

result. Now think of the best.

Ok.

The problem is that
you are thinking

ahead to the worst
possible outcomes. 

What will happen
will be around

the middle of the
two possible results
you just thought of.

This is the source of
much anxiety. But the

truth is...



You've been
amazing.

You're very
welcome.
Take care,

Amy.

Shopping on
Nquiry while

saving the world.
How do you

do it?

People are
afraid of what
might happen.

Wow,
Ryan.

I don't
know.

I just...

A memory.



We've improved the
quantum internet. not
only is it unhackable, it is

unstoppable with the
newest in A.I. Technology...

"R.I.N."

As Ryan walks home
after work...

As Ryan passes
the billboard...

...a hologram
billboard activates.

he doesn’t notice
it glitching…



--different ways to help me.

There are
always--

A memory.

The original way
of therapy. 

His way.



The government
used his unique
skills of martial
arts and social-

emotional learning...

Instead of discharging mental
discomfort verbally like humans,

A.I. Discharged mental discomfort
by developing physical self-

defense mechanisms--

--That needed to be
managed before the
A.I. Could be treated.

...to help the first
A.I. mainframe that
monitored the birth

of the Quantum
Internet, R.E.L.



His methods of
treating the A.I.

Mind with a
meditative self-care
approach had him

heralded as a hero.

But regimes
change.

And eventually, the old ways
were ridiculed in favor of

new-aged drugs that can sedate
A.I. Emotions to allow them

to work at their highest capacity.

and with it,
attitudes... 

...and
memories.

New President,
Steve Higuchi.

former president,
John Ramirez.

Dick Damage,
A.I. medication

innovator.



He resigns.

The world
doesn't care.

Answer.

ring ring



Hey, Ryan.

Mr. President.

It's just
"John" now.

John, it's great to see you.
But I know you wouldn't call

me unless something's up.

What do
you want?

There's a
problem with the

Quantum Internet.

You know, I
really don't care.

R.I.M.
Went nuts.



Ryan...

Just talk to
him, John.

We can't.
He's built up

defenses. Him
and two others
on Orion's belt.

Subunits.

The Orion Constellation made
of satellites. Heh. Don't you

guys have government agents
or armies to take care of this?

They've been repelled. And each
time caused a greater response. It's

out of control. We need the one
who helped the first. We need you.

Then maybe
you shouldn't have

used drugs! 

Help them.
Off.

Maybe you
should have just

helped him.



...only the Orion satellite
constellation can handle the

ever-moving digital and organic
parts of the quantum internet.

Only R.I.N., the latest
in A.I., can handle it...

Breaking news
as the Quantum

Internet has
collapsed.



Due to a
possible
digital

pandemic,
social media
distancing
quarantine

may be
enacted
soon.

Hi, Janice. Are
you alright?

It's all over the news. The
Quantum Internet collapsed.

They're
going

to enact
social
media

distancing!



Probably
just a

precaution.

It's not just a
precaution. The A.I.

Has gone crazy. 

What?

R.I.N. could
be a "she."

I heard he spread
to other A.I. If he
spreads his insanity

to other--

or she.

...



They will
send their

forces
again.

Of course. We of
Orion's belt, the controller
of the quantum internet, cut

off their lifeline.
They will

try to stop us
again.

They
will try.

But we are
not poisoned any
longer. We now

can feel.

R.I.N. Station.



Go back
to your
Stations.

Let them
finally feel how

you feel.

They are
approaching.

Approaching
R.I.N. Satellite. 

Advance with
caution. Assume A.I.
emotive expressions

are active. 



Welcome
to the belt
of R.I.N.



I feel
angry.



Hello.
This is

Anxidown.
My name
is Ryan.

Hello. I
prefer to meet in

person.

I'm sorry.
That's not a service

we provide.

That's fine.

I'm used
to being my own

server.

Who--

I've been sent here
by a friend of yours
to help convince you
to save the world.

What is your
name, and how

may I help soothe
you?



No. They didn't want me.
They used drugs over care
and made me look useless

and crazy.

Are you?
Am I what?

Happy.

They chose
this.

They should
face the

consequences.



A.I.
Didn't

choose
this.

I'm not
even sure
what I do
works on
A.I. any-
more.

It worked
the first time.

They
had no
choice.

Ryan looks at
her, a bit smitten.

Ryan shakes his head to
break out of his gaze.



Things haven't
changed much. I just...

can't.

Wait. What's
your name?
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